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THIS PAPER grew out of some attempts to apply topological methods in control theory. The author 
and H. Sussmann have, in fact, produced new results in control theory by these means, in the 
current paper as well as previous ones [3,4]. Slightly surprising, however, is the fact that results 
in topology (homotopy theory, in fact) have grown from questions in control theory. 
The context of our entire discussion may be summarized as follows: Suppose we have k 
complete vector fields on a smooth manifold M”, k ZY 2 (sometimes called a dynamical 
polysystem, see Lobry[5]). A trajectory is then understood to be a path which is, piecewise, a 
trajectory of one of the vectorfields (traversed either positively or negatively). Our basic question 
is this: Given X, V c M”, when can one reach V from X in a continuous fashion, i.e. when can 
one find a family of trajectories, continuously parameterized by V, where for each member of the 
family the terminal point is the given point in V while the initial point lies somewhere in X. (We 
assume throughout that V is a finite simplicial complex). 
It turns out that for k-tuples of vector fields satisfying a rather unrestrictive property (c.f. 
Properties I and II of Part I), one may find such a family if and only if V may be deformed into X. 
(The necessity that such a deformation exist should be intuitively clear to the reader.) 
In fact, in Part I, we approach this result in a slightly more general context. Instead of letting 
X and V be subsets of M”, consider maps f :X --f M” g : V + M”. An X, f trajectory is then a 
point x in X together with a trajectory whose initial point is f(x). The question then becomes: 
When is there a family of X, f trajectories continuously parameterized by V so that for each 
member the terminal point is the g-image of the given point in V? The answer (if the k vector 
fields have the stipulated properties) is that such a family exists if and only if the map g factors 
through f up to homotopy. This result is given as Theorem A of Part I, and is the main result of 
this section. 
We have stated, however, that we obtain homotopy theoretic results as well. These grew out 
of our approach to the questions above. Note that we have spoken as yet quite loosely about 
“continuous families of trajectories”. A trajectory may be thought of as an initial point, together 
with a finite sequence of durations (positive or negative) during which the path is to be tangent to 
a particular one of the k given vector fields. Such a sequence is called a ‘bang-bang’ control (or, 
simply, a control), and the space of such controls, as we shall see, may be thought of as 
(Rk)- = lim (R ‘)“. - 
The X, f trajectories then, are determined by picking a point in X and a control. However 
(R “)” X X in the Tychanoff product topology is not quite the right space, as will be seen below; a 
weaker topology is needed, which we denote (R “)” X X. Theorem A is proved by showing that the 
map ‘Pvr,, :(R “)- g X + M” (which takes each X, f trajectory to its terminal point) is “almost” a 
fibering. As a corollary, we see that (9x,r)-‘p, p E M”, has the weak homotopy type of the 
abstract homotopy theoretic fiber of the map f : X + M”. Thus by picking a finite set of vector 
fields on M” with the right properties, and looking at the map 9!‘x,, :(R “)” X X + M” one has 
almost paralleled the familiar construction of replacing a map by a fibration, using spaces much 
smaller than the path spaces of the standard construction (see [7]). 
In Part II, we take this even further. For, although an actual trajectory corresponds to some 
point A in (R Ir)%, the endpoint will depend only on the image of A in some smaller set which is 
the free product R * . . . * R (k-times). For economy we assume, in Part II, that k = 2, and look at 
the free product F = R * R, which is given a certain topology (thought not as a topological 
group). It then can easily be shown that the map @ x,f which takes F X X + M” by taking a class of 
trajectories to their common endpoint, is an honest fibering. (The symbol X again denotes a 
topology weaker than the Tychanoff topology). 
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Furthermore, although we have said that F is not a topological group, it corresponds to a 
group 9 is a certain category which we call the category w5 of w-spaces (c.f. II, §2,3 below). 
The Milnor join construction may be made to work for groups in this category, which we call 
w-groups. That is, a w-group 9 has a classifying space Ba. 
The final result then emerges (Part II, Theorem I): Any complex which has the homotopy type 
of a paracompact connected manifold (i.e. connected, countable, finite dimensional, and locally 
finite) is weak-homotopy equivalent to B, for some sub-w-group _Y of 9. Thus, in some sense, 
we show that loop spaces may be ‘realized’ as sub-groups of the free two-parameter group 
F=R*R. 
I wish to express my appreciation to Hector Sussmann who contributed many valuable ideas 
and long hours of conversation to these results, and who deserves much of the credit. 
PART I-CONTINUOUS FAMILIES OF TRAJECTORIES 
$0. PRELIMINARIES 
Let M” be a smooth, connected paracompact manifold of dimension n. Let v,, . . . vk be a 
k-tuple of smooth complete vector fields on M”. We shall denote by ~$(t) the one-parameter 
sub-group of diffeomorphisms generated by vi. 
Consider the set (Rk)” of all finite sequences (Ye.. . a, where ai = (aik, a:-‘, . . . , ai’) E R k. 
We shall identify the sequence CY, . . . CY, with LYE. . (~~0, where 0 is the origin of Rk. That is, we 
think of (R “)” = U (R “)” where (R “)” is contained in (R ‘)“+I . m standard fashion. We topologize 
(Rk)” with the weak topology of union, that is, a set C shall be closed in (R’)” if and only if 
C II (R “)” is closed in (Rk)” for all n. 
Since we shall often have occasion to refer to the weak topology of union for various sets, let 
us make some brief definitions: Let A = U A,, B = U B,, be topological spaces where A, C A, 
B, c B are closed subsets, and where A and B both have the weak topology of union. We define 
A g B to be the Cartesian product endowed with the weak topology of union corresponding to the 
closed sets Ai x Bj. We remark that the function which is the pointwise identity is a continuous 
map A ic B + A x B where x denotes the usual Cartesian product with the Tychanoff topology: 
i.e. A g B has a finer topology than A x B. If U is an ordinary topological space, and A is 
regarded as having the underlying structure A = U A, with the weak topology of union, we set 
A % U to be the Cartesian product with the weak topology of union corresponding to the closed 
sets A, x U. 
Remark. With the topology for (R “)” as given, it follows that any compact subset lies in (R k)n 
for some large enough n. This will prove useful and is the justification for using this topology, 
notwithstanding the slight technical complications thereby introduced into some of the 
forthcoming arguments. 
Let A = a,. . . a, E (R “)= (where (Y~ = (aik.. . ai’)). We define a diffeomorphism @(A) by 
@(A)(x) = &(a,“)~ +-,(upk-’ ) . . . 41(a,‘) O 4k(U3. . . ddu12)~ ~l(Ul’)(X) 
for x E M”. 
Thus, @(A)(x) is the endpoint of a trajectory starting at x which is piecewise, a trajectory for 
one of the vector fields o1 . . . vk. 
Let X be any space and let j : X + M”. We then obtain a map ~,YJ : (R “)” X X -+ M”, given by 
qx,,(A, x) = @(A)Cf(x)), A E (R Ir)-, x E X. We see immediately that Yx,f is continuous, because 
qx,f restricted to (R “)” x X is continuous by virtue of standard theorems concerning ordinary 
differential equations. Since (R “)” % X has the weak topology induced by the sets of the form 
(Rk)” x X, this is sufficient to establish that Y x,f is continuous. Consider now the following 
properties of a set of vector fields vl.. . vkr which give rise to a set of diffeomorphisms 
{@(A): M” + M”, A E (R “)“}. 
Property (I). Given x, y E M”, there is an A E (R “)” so that (P(A)(x) = y. 
Property (II). In (I) above, A may be chosen with A E (R k)q 5 (R “)” so that A is a regular 
point of the smooth map 1Ir: (Rk)” -+ M” given by ‘P(B) = @(B)p), B E (Rk)” ; i.e. dlIr has 
maximal rank n at A. 
THEOREM 1. (Sussmann[8]). Let M” be compact. Then in the fine C” topology on k-tuples of 
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vector fields, properties (I) and (II) are generic, i.e., are satisjied by an open dense set of k-tuples 
of vector fields. 
COROLLARY 2. ([4], [8]). Any connected paracompact smooth manifold admits some k-tuple of 
complete vector fields satisfying properties (I) and (II). 
51. DEFORMATIONS AND FAMILIES OF TRAJECTORIES 
We now observe an elementary fact, the converse to which is the main point of this paper: 
PROPOSITION 1.1. Let X, V be spaces, V compact, and let f : X + M”, g : V -+ M”. Suppose there 
is a map r:V+(Rk)mZ(XsUch that W,,foT= g. Then there is a map g : V-+X such that g is 
homotopic to f 0 g. 
Proof. Denote by rR, TX respectively the (Rk)” and X coordinates of r (we use this 
convention subsequently throughout the paper). Note that for any real number t we may take the 
product t .A E (Rk)” for A E (Rk)” by the obvious formula t+A = t.(cu, . . . a,) = 
(t.cx,). . . (t-a,) where t.ai = (taik, tai"-' . . . tail). 
The reader will easily see that the map C : (Rk)” X I --) (R k)k given by C : (A, t)-, t *A is 
continuous. 
Now let G: V x1-M” be given by G(v, t)=~‘x,r(t.rK(v),rX(v)). We claim that G is 
continuous, because rR (V) C (R “)” is the continuous image of a compact space and is therefore 
contained in some (Rk)q C (R’)“, whereas CI(R“)” x I is a continuous contraction of (Rk)“. 
Clearly G(v, 1) = g(v), while G(v, 0) = v&O, TX(v)) = f 0 TX(v). Setting 2 = TX, the proposition 
is proved. 
Our main result consists of the converse to Proposition 1.1 in the case where V is a finite 
simplicial complex, and when the set of vector fields v, . . . vk satisfy Properties (I) and (II) above. 
Henceforth, we regard v1 . . . vk as fixed throughout the discussion, taking Properties (I) and (II) 
as part of the hypothesis. The various maps O(A), W x,l etc. which occur are therefore to be 
defined in terms of these fixed vector fields. Our main result is: 
THEOREM A. Let X be a space and V a finite simplicial complex, and let f : X + M”, g : V + M” 
be continuous maps. Suppose there is a map 2 : V + X so that f 0 S is homotopic to g. 
Then there is a map r:V+(R’)“KXso that qx,for=g. 
We may paraphrase this theorem by saving that if, up to homotopy, g factors through 
f :X + M”, then there is a continuous family of ‘X, f-trajectories’ parameterized by V so that the 
endpoint of the trajectory corresponding to v is g(v). In particular if X, V c M” and g, f are the 
respective inclusions, then we see that V deforms into X if and only if it deforms via a V-family 
of paths each of which is a trajectory of the dynamical polysystem VI . . . uk. 
We shall prove Theorem A via the following lemma which states that the map 
9x,‘x,r : (R “)” X X + M” is ‘almost’ a fibering. 
LEMMA 1. Let G : V x I + M”, V a finite simplicial complex, and let h : V -+ (R “)” X X be a map 
such that ‘J’x,r nh(v)=G(v,O)forallv E V. ThenthereexistsamapH:VxI-t(Rk)“5(Xso 
that ‘I’x,r 0 H = G. 
(N.B.: We do not claim that H(v, 0) = h(v)). 
Proof that Lemma 1 implies Theorem A. Given g, S as in the hypothesis of Theorem A, let 
h : V + (R “)” jc X be given by h(v) = (0, g(v)) so that \vx,* 0 h = g. By assumption there is a map 
G: V x 1-M” so that G(v,O) = g(v), G(v, 1) = g(v). By Lemma 1, there is a map 
H:Vxl-+(Rk)-5(X so that Wx,,oH=G. Set T(v)=H(v,l); Obviously Tx,,or=g, as 
required. 
Proof of Lemma 1. We start off with the following lemma: 
LEMMA 2. Let x,, y, E M”. Then there are open neighborhoods P(x,, y,), Q(x,, y,) of x1, y1 
respectively, and a map r xl~y~:P(xI,yI)~ Q(x,,~,)~(R~)~~(P(x,,~,) so that 
(i) r-1 pixY:.y,,(x, ) = x for x E P(x,, YJ 
(ii) 9 p~,,,Y,~,i~~x~~yl(x, y) = y for x, y E P(x,, yl) x Q(x,, y,). (Here, i is the inclusion map 
P(x,, y,) C M”). 
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Proof of Lemma 2. By Property I we may find A in (R*)” C (Rk)” so that @(A)(x,) = y,. 
Moreover, by Property II, we may assume that (A, x,) is a regular point of the smooth map 
W{,),i,l(R k)q x {x1}, where i, is the inclusion of x, into M”. Now consider Ww”,id/(R”)” x M” -+ 
M”. We may assume that there are local coordinates (z’, . . . , zk4, x’, . . . ,x”) at (A, xl) E 
(Rk)“x{xl} c (R”)“xM”, y’... y” at y1 E M” so that for some n of the z’s, say zil.. . z’n, 
ayi/azik is non-singular. We now apply the inverse function theorem to find neighborhoods 
P(xl, yl), Q(x,, yl) and a function r*‘.‘l: P(x,, y,) x Q(xl, Y,)--+(R~)~ x 44” locally defined by 
I?X1~Y1(~,y)=(~‘...zk4,x’...~n)wherethex’... x ” are merely the coordinates of x, where z i is 
merely the ith coordinate of A for i# j,, . . . j,, and where zil . . .z’” are inverse functions of 
y1.. . y”. We may regard rX1,‘l asafunctioninto(Rk)“XM”since(Rk)”XM” c(Rk)“%Mnis 
continuous. r”l”l has the properties (i) and (ii) by the construction. This completes the proof of 
Lemma 2. 
We now complete the proof of Lemma 1. We introduce the shift operator S” : (R “)“-+ (R “)” 
as follows: Sq(q,. . . a,) = 0.. . Oap.. . aI where (Y~, . . . a,, E R k and 0 is the origin of R ‘. Let 
q-times 
A = a,. . . a, E (R “)’ (i.e. we think of A as being in the specific stratum (R “)” even though A 
may live in some (R“)“’ for q’ < q by virtue of ending in a string of O’s). We define a map 
p4 : (Rk)’ -+(R k)kq as follows: if A = a,. . . a, and (Y~ = (aik, . . ai’), we set p,(A) = 
(O,O, 0, -a,‘)(O.. .o, -u12,0). . . (0, -aqk-’ , 0 0 0)(-aqk, 0 0 0) (i.e. each string in parenthesis is in 
R ’ so the concatenation is in (R k)ky). Finally, if A E (R “)” and r E (R “)” (thinking, once more, 
of r with its specific coordinates in (Rk)‘), then setting A = a,. . . aI, r = ‘yq.. . yl, we 
set rA = Ye.. . -yIap.. , aI. 
The following is self-evident: 
LEMMAS. S”:(Rk)“+(Rk)m,pq:(Rk)4+(Rk)kU,andthemap (Rk)xlk(Rk)4+(Rk)givenby 
(A, r)HI’A are all continuous; Moreover, @@‘A) = @(A) and @(rA) = @(w@(A) @(Pkr) = 
[@r)]-‘, SO fhd @(pkrrA)=@(rpkrA)= ,?k(fr)= t@kr) for t E [o,l]. 
Now suppose we are given the conditions called for in the hypothesis of Lemma 1, that is, a 
mapf:X~M”,amapG:V~I~M”(Vafinitecomplex)andamaph:V~(R”)“XXsothat 
v x,, 0 h(v) = G(v, 0), v E V. We may assume, since V is a finite complex, that the image 
G( V x I) lies in some compact C C M”. Let x be an arbitrary point in M”, and let y E C. Then 
let the open sets P(x, y), Q(x, y) be as in Lemma 2. Some finite collection 
Q(x, yl, (x)). . . Q(x, y,(x))) covers C. Let P(x) = II P(x, yi(x)). Then we may state: Given x, 
there exists an open neighborhood P(x) 3 x so that for each y E C there is an open 
neighborhood Q’(x, y) 3 y and a map rX,’ P(x) x Q’(x, y) -+ (R “)” X P(x) so that 
(i’) l?&,(u, v) = u 
(ii’) 9p(x),r 0 T”“(U, v) = 2). 
This may be strengthened. Let x = x1,. . . , x,. Let P(x) = fl P(x,). Then for any y E C, there 
is a neighborhood Q’(x, y) of y and a map r”,‘:P(x) X Q’(x, y)+(Rk)-k P(x) 
(i”) I?&)(u, v) = u 
(ii”) qp(xl,i orI‘Y(u, 0) = v. 
The proof is simple. Just let Q’(x, y) = h Q’(xi, y) where Q’(xi, y) is as in the paragraph above. 
In fact, we may let {Pi} be some localiy finite refinement of the open cover {P(x), x E M”} so 
that each Pi, II . . . n P,j, = 0 for distinct ji, s > n + 1. (We may find such a refinement since M” 
is n-dimensional in the sense of Hurewicz and Wallman[lO].) Let 0 = j,, . . . , js. Then set 
Pe = h Pii. We finally have: 
I 
For every 8, y E C there is a neighborhood Q@(y) 3 y and a map I+’ : Pe x Q@(Y) + 
(R “)” k Pe so that 
(i”‘) r::By(u, V) = II 
(ii”‘) tiplpg,, 0 P(U, v) = v. 
One last remark: It will follow immediately from the proof of Lemma 2 and the corollaries 
above that we may assume that 
re,y :P@ x QB(y)-f(Rk)’ xP, c (Rk)“kPe 
where the finite q depends on 0, y. 
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To proceed with the proof of Lemma 1, let pi = f-‘Pi C X. p, = h Pj, = fm’Pe. Then {Fe} is 
1 
an open cover of X with finite-dimensional nerve. Given h : V + (R “)” X X subdivide V so finely 
that for each simplex D c V, h(u) C (R “)” 5( pi for at least one j. Set V, to be the subcomplex of 
V consisting of the union of all those simplices u such that h(u) c (R “)” X p,. For notational 
convenience we let fl denote a set j, . . . jS of distinct j’s such that P, Z 0. (I.e. fi will be an s - 1 
simplex of the nerve of {pi}). We now proceed by induction. Suppose H, has been defined as a 
map H, : V, x I + (R “)= X X covering GI V, x I where V, = .imq_, Vrl, and where 
> 
H, 1 Vn x I -+ (R “)” k P,,. We should like to define H,-, : V,_, x I + (R “)” X X satisfying the same 
conditions. Note that we do not intend to require that I%_, be an extension of H,. Our procedure 
will terminate when we have defined H = Ha. 
To obtain H,_, from H,, it will be sufficient to proceed in stages; that is, we may as well 
assume that we have a suitable K. defined on (V, U V,, U U V,,) X I, dim fl: = r - 1 and then 
produce a new K, on (V, U Vn, U . . . U V,, U V,,,,) X I where 0,+, is an (r - l)-simplex of 
the nerve of {Pj} not among the a,, . . . , &. 
Let us consider the open sets &,+,(y) 3 y, y E C. Some finite number of these, say 
QI,. . Qr cover C. We subdivide the complex Vn,,, and partition I by points 0 = to < tl . . . < 
tk = 1 so that for any simplex T of the subdivision: (8) G(7 X [L, ti+,l) G Qi for some j. We shall 
also further subdivide the rest of V, extending the subdivision of Vn,,, (N.B. In subdividing V in 
this manner, we are not thereby changing the definition of the Vn which has been fixed once and 
for all.) We may as well assume inductively that we have modified Ko to some map K’ defined on 
the following union. 
[(V, u vn, u . . u v,,,) x I] u [v,,,, x [o, ti]] u [(v:r,” u ~1 u . . . u 7,) x [ti, ti+Jl= T. 
Here, Vg,:I,” denotes the (m - 1)-skeleton of Vn,+, in the subdivision and T] . . . TV are some 
m -simplexes. 
Let 7 be an m-simplex not among the Tj. We must modify K’ to a new map K” defined on 
T U (T x [to L-4). 
LEMMA 4. Let Lo be a finite complex, L, a subcomplex and let L = LO U (L1 X I) where 
L, x (0) is identified with L, C_ L. Let d : L + C c M”, D”: Lo+(Rk)“X X so that ‘P’x,r~DO= 
d 1 Lo. Assume that D” : L I +(Rk)X%P~2andthatd:LIxI-+Q=Qn(y)forsomeyEC. 
Then there exists a D : L -+ (R “)” A X such that 
(a) Wx.f 0 D = d 
(b) D, = Dx” on Lo 
(c) D:L,xI+(Rk)=Xpn. 
Proof of Lemma 4. Pick some base point * E &(y) = Q, and let F = K&J*) C (R “)= X X. 
Since there is a map rrr” : p12 x Q -+ (R “)” ic X satisfying (i”‘), (ii”‘) and since f : Pn --, Pn, we may 
obtain a map p’ : Pa x Q -+ (R “)” X X such that: (1) fP’y (u, v) = u (2) TX,, 0 T”” (u, v) = 
v. To do this we simply define p’(u, v) to be the pair (TRn,‘Cf(u), v), u). (1) and (2) follow 
immediately from (i”‘) and (ii”‘). Note that we may consider f”” to be a map into (R ‘), x Pa for 
some fixed finite 4. For notational convenience, set A(u, v) = I’Rf’,y(u, v) E (R “)” for u E Pa, 
u E Q. 
We define a map D,' : L, x I -+ (R ")" % P, C (R ")" ic X as follows: Let (2, t) be a typical point 
in L, x I and let x(w) = D,“(w), B(w)= DRo(w) for w E LO. Set D’(z, ~)=(A(x(z), 
d(Z, t)) . pqA(x(z), d(z,O)). B(z); x(z)) [Note: d(z,O) = d(z))]. 
It is clear by inspection (using Lemma 3) that TX’x,f 0D’ = d 1 L 1 X I. However, D’ does not 
coincide with D" on L, = LI x (0). Let E be a small neighborhood of LI in LO SO that E retracts 
onto L, by a retraction y. Let E be a function 4 : LO [O, 11 SO that E(Z) = 1, z E LI, E(W) = 0, 
w E E. 
Set D': L,,-+(R”)” X X by setting D’(w) = (E(w).A(x(r(w), d(r(w))). e(w).p,A(x(r(wN, 
d(r(w)). B(w), x(w)) for w E E. D’(w) = (S ‘(‘+‘)B(w), x(w)) for w E E. (In other words, the 
(R k)“-component of D'(w) is B(w) followed by some ‘word’ of length 4 followed by the 
‘inverse’ of that ‘word’, the inverse having length kq. If w E E the ‘word’ and its ‘inverse’ are 
strings of O’s hence the effect is that of shifting B(w) by the operator S“(‘+‘).) 
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Clearly, the X-component of D’ is the same as the X-component of D” and 
‘I’x,r 0 D’ = ‘4’~ 0 Do= dlLo. It is also clear that D’ coincides with D’ on L,, so we may set 
D = D’ U D’ : L += (R “)” X X. This completes the proof of Lemma 4. 
In view of Lemma 4, let us return to the proof of Lemma 1. We use Lemma 4, setting Lo = T, 
L, = 7 x {ti} u i x [ti, ti+,1, 7 x [ti, &+,]L, x I. We use G(T U T for d and K’ for Do. P,, is, in the 
case at hand Pa,+, and Q is one of the Qi such that G(r x [ti, titl]) c Qi. (see statement (s) 
above). Lemma 4 then immediately applies and we may modify K’ to K” satisfying the 
conditions that K” covers G on their common domain T’ = T U 7 x [ti, tit,] and that 
K”: [V, II T’] + (R “)” X P, for any R E nerve {Pj}. Proceeding thus inductively, we finally 
obtain the required H : V x I + (R “)” 5( X and we have proved Lemma 1 and therefore Theorem 
A. 
Remark 1. We can strengthen Lemma 1 slightly to the following 
LEMMA 1’. Let G : V x I+ M” be a map so that G(v, t) = G(v, 0) for 0 I t I l >O. Let 
h =(h,+hx):V+(R’)-XXso that ?‘x,,oh(v)=G(v,O), all v E V. 
Then there exists a map H : V x I + (R “)” jc X so that TX,! 0 H(v, t) = G(v, t) for all (v, t) and 
so that H(v,O) = (S” 0 h,, h,)(v) f or some finite q and all v E V. In particular, if 
hR(v)=O E (Rk)“, then we have H(v,O)= h(v). 
The proof, an easy modification of the proof of Lemma 1, is left to the reader. 
Remark 2. Let * be any base point in M” and let G = K!,(*). Then Lemma 1’ allows us to 
establish the following: 
PROPOSITION 1.2. There is a long exact sequence of homotopy groups 
. . . ~;(G)‘~;(Rk)m5(X)~~~(M”)~~i-,(G). . 
(Here, ai( ai((Rk)-A X) is induced by inclusion and ri((Rk)=A X)-t ai is induced 
by Yx,+) The proof mirrors the standard derivation of the homotopy exact sequence of a 
fibering [ 1,7]. 
PROPOSITION 1.3. G is weakly homotopy equivalent to the abstract fiber F of the map 
f :X-+M”. 
Proof. Replace Yx,f : (R “)” ic X -+ M” by a fibration 4, (via the standard homotopy-theoretic 
construction, [7]). Call the total space E. and the fiber FO, giving rise to a commutative diagram 
M” 
Since the exact sequence of Proposition 1.2 maps naturally into the exact homopoty sequence 
of F,+ Eo+ M” we may apply the 5-lemma to find that G c F, is a weak homotopy 
equivalence. On the other hand we have a map X + (R “)” ic X by x H (0, x) which is a weak 
homotopy equivalence, and making 
X+(Rk)“ic X 
commute. Replacing f by a fibration f: E + M” with fiber F we have 
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F -+ F, is obviously a weak homotopy equivalence. But the map (R “)” jc X 2 X induces a 
map F,,-+ F which is the isomorphism on the level of homotopy groups. So the composite 
G + FO+ F is the desired weak homotopy equivalence. 
Remark 3. Given the hypotheses of Theorem A, i.e. that g : V + M” factors up to homotopy 
as g = f 0 g, 2 : V + X, Theorem A gives us a continuous family (parameterized by V) of X, f 
trajectories, that is points x(v) in X together with ‘paths’ starting at f(x (v)) and terminating at g(u), 
u E V. (By ‘path’ we mean a path that is, piecewise, a trajectory of one of the original vector fields 
VI.. . vk.) We may ask whether the result is ‘reversible’. That is, may we find a continuous family of 
points x(v) and ‘paths’ starting at g(v) and terminating at f(x (v))? The answer is positive as given 
by the following: 
COROLLARY B. Assume the hypotheses of Theorem A, i.e. let X be a space V a finite complex, 
f : X + M”, g : V + M”. Suppose there is a map g : V -+ X so that f 0 g is homotopic to g. 
Then there is a map A=(A,,A,): V+(RL)“s(X so that @(AR(v))(g(U))=f(Ar(n)). 
Proof. By Theorem A, there is a map F = (TR, TX) : V --, (Rk)” j: X so that px,, 0 r = g. Since 
V is compact, we may as well assume that r : V + (R”)’ X X for some finite q. Let 
AR : V+(R”)k” c (R’)” by A,(V) = p,(rRv). Let Ax = TX. By inspection and Lemma 3, the 
corollary is proved. 
PART II-HOMOTOPY THEORETIC ASPECTS 
80 
In the first half of this paper we considered k vector fields vl,. . ,vk on M” as fixed, and 
proceeded to study the behavior of the set of diffeomorphisms @(A), A C (R “)” and maps of the 
form Tx,f:(Rk)a%X~MMn. 
Throughout the subsequent discussion we shall maintain the same conventions, that is, 
v,, . . uk shall be fixed vector fields k 2 2 satisfying the generic properties of Theorem 1 and 
Corollary 2 of Part I. We repeat these properties below. 
(I) The set B(A), A E (R”)” is transitive, i.e. for any x, y E M”, there is an A E (Rk)” so 
that @(A)(x) = y. 
(II) A may be chosen so that (regarding A as an element in (R “)” C (R “)“) the smooth map 
(R’)’ + M” given by A w@(A)(x) has A as a regular point. 
The following may have occured to the reader: Note that (R “)” is really almost the same thing 
as the set of ‘words’ consisting chains of elements taken from k distinguishable copies of the real 
numbers. Moreover, the operation Q is compatible with certain relations among these words. 
Let us make this more precise: Consider k copies of the real numbers R considered as a group 
with the usual additive structure. We may form the ‘free product’ of these k copies of R, viz. 
R *... *R whose typical element is the equivalence class of a word, i.e. a concatenation of 
k time, 
elements each coming from one distinguishable copy of R. We remind the reader that the 
equivalence relation between words is generated by the following elementary equivalences: 
(a) If a word is of the form wlabwz where w ,, wz are subwords, and a and b are from the 
same copy of R then the word is equivalent to w,(a + b)wz. 
(b) If a word is of the form w, 0 w2 where w,, wz are subwords and 0 is the zero of one of the 
copies of R then the word is equivalent to w l wz (this also applies if the 0 is initial or terminal). 
R *... * R is a group with the group operation being given (on the level of representatives) by 
concatenation. The null word is the identity and on the level of representatives, group inverse is 
given by reversing the order of all the elements in a word and changing all their signs. 
Now note that there is a set map q from (Rk)” to R * . . . *R viz. if A = 
(a,“. . . a,‘). . . (aik.. . a,‘) is an element in (Rk)‘l), then its image is the class of the word 
k 1 k a,, . ..aD . ..a. . . . a,’ where any element with superscript j is recognized as being in the jth 
copy of R, 1 5 j 5 k. Note that this is well defined, since if we add a string of O’s on the fight to 
change the form of A, we still get an equivalent word. It should be obvious to the reader that the 
set map q:(Rk)-+R *... *R is onto. Moreover, we leave it to the reader to check the 
elementary fact that the diffeomorphisms @(A): M” --, M” depends only on q(A) E R * . . . *R. 
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This means that, to each element E R * . . . *R, there is a well defined diffeomorphism 
&(a): M” + M” given by &((Y) = @(A) where (Y = q(A). Similarly, if f :X+ M” we may talk 
about a map \ir,,, (R * . . . *R) XX+ M”, at least on the level of set maps. (n.b. we have not 
topologized R * . . . * R yet.) 
We digress for a moment to anticipate some questions that may have arisen in the reader’s 
mind. It seems, at first, that one ought to consider R * . . . * R a topological group, which, given 
the vector fields v, . . . vk, acts on M”. It might then seem that, if G is the isotropy subgroup of a 
basepoint,M”~R~...+RIGandthemapR~...*R~R*...*RIG~MM”alocallytrivial 
fibration. Further, it might seem that, given f : X + M”, it should be possible to come up with a 
very routine proof that the map @ir,,, : (R * . . . * R) x X + M” is a locally trivial fiber space. 
Therefore, the temptation is to conclude that part I should have been written (if at all) with 
(R *... * R) in place of (Rk)” and with Lemma 1 replaced by the assertion that @x,, is the 
projection map of a fiber bundle. 
There are two objections to this line of thinking, however. 
First objection: The inspiration for this paper comes from control theory, principally the 
work of Sussmann@] and Lobry[S]. In control theory, the behavior of (R”)“, the space of 
‘bang-bang’ controls is of primary importance. Therefore, to a control theorist, a ‘continuous 
family’ of controls should have values in (R”)“, the ‘honest’ control space, rather than the 
quotient object R * . . . *R which forgets much information. Thus Theorem A, as it stands, is 
really the result one wants. 
Second objection: The ‘program’ outlined above does not really work. Note that questions 
have been begged. In particular, how does one topologize R * . . . * R so that it becomes a 
topological group and so that the maps @ x,, are continuous. If one gives R * . . . * R the quotient 
topology under 4, then it doesn’t appear to be the case that group operations are continuous. 
The second objection notwithstanding, however, it seems possible to carry out most of the 
program above, once some redefinition of terms has been made and some preliminary general 
nonsense taken care of. The motivation for doing this work should be spelled out at this point. 
Let us assume that k = 2, i.e. there are two underlying vector fields. Let K be a connected 
countable, finite-dimensional locally finite complex. Then K has the homotopy type of a 
connected paracompact smooth manifold M”. Put vector fields vI, vZ on M” satisfying properties 
(I), (II) above. Pick a base point *, giving a map $* : R * R + M”. If the ideas above had worked 
out, we would have had $* a principal fibre bundle with group G = isotropy subgroup of *. If, as 
might have been expected, R * R is contractible, then @*: R * R + M” is the universal principal 
G-bundle and K = M” = BG. That is, in sum, the loop space of K would have been seen to be 
H-space equivalent to some subgroup G of R * R. 
Our motivation is to approximate this result as closely as possible, i.e. to show that, in some 
sense, the loop space of any connected, countable, finite-dimensional, locally finite complex is 
approximated by a subgroup of a free two-parameter group. 
$1. THE CATEGORY OF w-SPACES; w-GROUPS 
This section will define a category to be called the category of w-spaces, denoted ~5. The 
objects, which are to be called w-spaces, are defined as follows: 
1.1. Definition. A w-space 9 is a topological space F, together with a family {F;}, i = 1,2,. . . 
of closed subspaces of F such that Fi is compact and metrizable, F, c F,+I c . . . , F = U Fi, 
and F has the weak topology of union .generated by {E}. We write 9 = (F, {Fi}). 
As for maps in the category, let 9 = (F, {Fi}), B = (G, {Gi}) be w-spaces. A map / : 9 + ie is a 
continuous map f : F + G such that the closed cover cf-‘G,} is refined by {F,}, i.e. for each i there 
is a j so that Fi C f-‘4. 
Note that if 9 = (F, {Fi}) is a w-space and X c F is a subspace, we may define the 
corresponding w-subspace Zf! of 9 given by = (X, {X f? F,}). 
We now define a Cartesian product operation in WY. Let 9 = (F, {fi}), % = (G, {S}). We 
define the product 9 5( 3 as follows: The underlying space is the set F x G topologized by the 
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weak topology generated by the subspaces F, x Gi (with the usual Tychanoff product topology), 
As in Part I, call this space FX G. The sequence of subspaces is given by letting the ith element 
be the subspace Fi X Gi c Fit G. The reader should have no trouble verifying that the weak 
topology coming from this smaller family is identical to the original weak topology. To summarize 
then, 
9% g = (Fit G, {F, x Gi}). 
1.2 PROPOSITION. 9 5( $9 is the direct product of .9 and 3 in the category WY. 
We leave verification of this fact to the reader. 
We now introduce the notion of w-groups, i.e. groups in the category WY. 
1.3 Definition. A uj-group is a w-space B = (G, {G<}), together with a group structure on the 
underlying set of G such that the set maps 
GxGAG 
G&G 




Note that we lose nothing by assuming that the identity element e E G is an element of G, for 
all i. 
$2. THE MILNOR JOIN CONSTRUCTION 
Let 9 = (G, {Gi}) be a w-group. Our present object is to generalize the Milnor join 
construction to 9?. (See [2], [6] for this construction in the case of topological groups; our present 
treatment owes much to the exposition in [2]). 
Let 8?” =(X”, {Xi”}), be w-spaces, n = 1,2,. . . . We may form the w-space which is the 
infinite join of the %“‘, (denoted 4%” as follows: Consider the set X which underlies the ordinary 
n 
infinite join * X’ = lJ X’ * . . . * X’. Topologize this set by giving it the weak topology of union 
” 
coming from the subspaces Xi = X,’ * Xi’*. . . * X,i, i = 1,2,. . . . We define &“’ to be the 
n 
w-space (X, {Xi}). 
Now let iB = (G, {Gi}) be a w-group and let Q”, n = 1,2,. . . be a sequence of copies of 9. We 
form a w-space (Es,{(Ey),}) = 8, = ; B”. Note that the underlying group of 9 acts on 
E, as follows: E,, as a set,looks like U,%(n) where E(n) = G’ * . . . * G” (n-times); still thinking 
only in terms of underlying sets, we may think of E(n) as a quotient set of G’ x . . * x G” X A” -I, 
where A” is the standard (n - 1)-simplex. In particular we may write u E E(n) as 
lg’7g2,. , , g”, S)] where g’ E Gi and 6 E An-‘. We set gu = [(gg’, . . . gg”, S)]. Note that this 
definition gives the same result on u for any n such that u E E(n). We have said nothing SO far 
about continuity, however we now make the following claim. 
2.1. PROPOSITION. The action of the underlying group of G defines a w-map $2 8% + 8 
Proof. We need only demonstrate two facts: 
(1) For any i, the restriction of the action to Gi x (Gi’ * . . . * Gil) is continuous as a map to E,. 
(2) The image of Gi x (G,’ * . . . * G,‘) lies in some G,’ * . . . * G:. 
Both facts follow immediately from the fact that there is a j so that the multiplication yields a 
continuous map Gi x Gi + Gj (by the definition of w-groups). 
Now let B, be a topological space given as follows: The underlying set of BI is to be the set 
of orbits Ew/3. We get the topology by considering B(n) C B, where B(n) is the image, under 
the quotient map, of G,’ * . . . * G,“. We give B(n) the quotient topology and let By = U B(n) 
n 
have the resulting weak topology of union. Henceforth, let r be the map Ey + B,. 
Recall that G,’ * . . . * G,” is a quotient space of G,’ x . . x G,” x A”-‘. Let St’(n) be the open 
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star of the jth vertex of A”-‘, j = 1,2,. . . n, and set O’(n) c G,’ * . . . * G,” to be the image of 
G,’ x . . 1 G,” x St’(n). O’(n) is obviously open in G,’ *. . . * G,“. Moreover if x E 
G,’ * . . . * G,” c G,’ * . . . * G,“, m 5 n, then x E O’(n) implies x E O’(m). Let 0’ = U O’(n). 0’ 
n 
is an open set of E,, and {O’}, j = 1,2, . . , is an open cover of ES. Moreover, each 0’ is invariant 
under the action of G. It therefore follows that if U’ = im 0’ C Bv, then {U’} is an open cover of 
B, 
We now define a certain function 5’ :O’ +O’ as follows: If x E O’, then x is the image of 
(Sl,. . . g,, 6), where gi E Gni, S E St’(n) C A”-‘. Now gj is determined completely by x, i.e. 
gj = g,(X). Since it is readily seen that g,(X) is continuous on each O’(n) it follows that g,(x) is 
continuous on 0’. Set 5’(x) = (gi(x))-‘x E 0’. We may easily see that S’(x) is continuous. But, on 
the other hand, S’(x) depends only on r(x) E U’ c B, Therefore S’ determines a map 
si : U’-+O’. (We leave it to the reader to show continuity of sj). 
2.2 PROPOSITION. 7~ : E, + B, is a fibering, that is, 7~ has the homotopy covering property for 
finite complexes. 
Proof. It suffices to show that if V is a finite complex and F : V x I + U’ and h : V + 0’ so 
that F0 = 7~ Q h, then there is a map H : V x I +O’ with h = H,. To obtain this consider the two 
maps h, si 0 F0 taking V -0’. 7~ 0 h = F0 by assumption and 7~ 0 si 0 F, = F,, since it is immediate 
that 7~ 0 s’ = identity. Since the spaces G,’ * . . . * G,” are all compact and metrizable, it may be 
shown that for a large enough n, both h and si 0 F,, have images contained in G,’ * . . . * G,“. For any 
v E V, we have sj 0 FO(v), h(v) in the same G-orbit. Let g(v) E G be determined by the formula 
h(v) = (g(v))(s’ 0 FO(v)). We claim that for some i, g is a continuous function g : V + Gi. Now let 
H(v, t) = (g(v))(s’ 0 F(v, t)). Then H(x, t) is the desired lifting, and we are done. 
2.3 COROLLARY. There is an exact sequence 
. . . ~,(G)~~T~(EY)~~T~(B~)-~~,~,(G)~,’.. 
Proof. Take as base point p’ in Ei9 the identity element of G’, (which lies in G1’). Then G is 
obviously the inverse image of p = ~0 E B3, and thus G is a fiber of the fibering n. The ordinary 
homotopy exact sequence of a fibering[l] then implies the result. 
2.4 COROLLARY. r,-,(G) = r,.(B,) for all r. 
Proof. Any map f : S’ + Es has image in G,,’ * . . . * G,” for large enough n > r. Since 
G,’ * . . . * G, is an n-fold join, it is (11 - I)-connected. Thus f factors through an r-connected 
space and is therefore homotopically trivial. 
13. PUTTING A w-GROUP STRUCTURE ON R *R; CLOSED SUB-w-GROUPS 
As noted in the first section of Part II, we may form the free product of two copies of the 
additive reals, denoted R * R. This is a quotient set of (R’)“. 
Let iIz denote the subset [-i, i] x [-i, i] c R’, i = 1,2,. . . . We make R *R into the 
underlying group of a w-group 9 as follows: Consider (iI’)i c (R*)’ & (R*)-. Let Fi be the 
image of (iI’)i under the quotient map (R*)” -+ R * R. Give E the quotient topology induced from 
(iI’)i. F is then the set R * R = U fi with the weak topology of union generated by the subspaces 
Fi. 9 = (F, {Fi}). 
Remark 1. The map (R’)-+ F is continuous. To see this, note that the map (R’)’ fl (nZ’)” + 
F is continuous. But (R2)k = U (RZ)k II (nl’)” and (R2)k has the weak topology of union for 
this cover. Therefore (R’)” +i is continuous for all k. Therefore (R’)“+F is continuous. 
Remark 2. We must verify that 5, as defined, is, indeed, a w-group. First of all, we leave it to 
the reader to check that each fi is Hausdorff and lo countable. Since F, is the continuous image 
of the compact space (iI’)i, E is thus compact and metrizable. 
Note that multiplication takes F, x F,,, --$ F,+,. To see that this map is continuous, first note 
that there are two ways of putting a topology on the underlying set of F, X F,,,. The first is the 
given topology, i.e. make F,, F,,, quotient spaces of (ml”)” (ml’)” respectively and then form 
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their product with the Tychanoff topology. The second way is to regard F,, x F,,, as a quotient of 
(nl’)” x (m1’)” c (R’)“+,. 
CLAIM. These two topologies are the same. 
This fact, though not a triviality, is left to the reader to verify. We may therefore write down a 
commutative diagram: 







Here a, 6 send (n1’)” X (ml’)“, ((n + m)1*)“+“’ to their respective quotient spaces; y is the 
obvious inclusion, and /3, the continuity of which we wish to show, is given by multiplication in 
R *R. Since 6y is continuous, Pa is by commutativity, and since (Y is the map inducing the 
quotient topology on F, x F,,,, p must therefore be continuous. 
Note also that we may define a map pi(ilz)‘-+(R2)2i by sending (ahi). . .(a,b,) to 
(0, -b,)(-al, 0) . . . (0, -bi)(-ai, 0). This is clearly continuous and (image pi) G (2i12>2i. 
Now if (Y : (il’)i + F,, 6 : (2i1’)” -+F,, are the quotient maps we may write 
(i[“)i -5 (2i12)2i 
Here p is determined by p(u) = Gpix for any x E a-‘(u), (independent of choice of x). Clearly p 
must be continuous. But p(u) is the group inverse of u in F = R * R. 
This completes the verification that 9 = (F, {F,}) is a w-group. 
We now consider, once more, the typical situation studied in Part I, that is M” is a smooth, 
connected, paracompact manifold, v,, v2 are vector fields having properties I and II. As in Part I, 
let f :X + M, X a topological space. We note that the map 9x,r : (R’)” X X + M” factors through 
I&~ : F% X -+ M”. This remark is merely the same thing as saying that any trajectory determined 
by V,U~ and the ‘control’ A E (R2)” has its endpoint determined by the image of A in F. (We 
remind the reader that FSc X is the product set with the weak topology of union for the cover 
{Fi x X}). 
THEOREM a. The map &,, : FSc X + M” is a Jibering, that is, &,f has the covering homotopy 
property for finite complexes. 
Proof. Recall the proof of Lemma 1, which occupies most of Part I. We claim that this will 
serve as a proof of Theorem 2 if F is substituted for (R’)- in the appropriate contexts. Note that 
although Lemma 1 does not prove that the map tix,, : (R*)” X X+ M”, has the strict covering 
homotopy property, the modification does establish this for $xx,f because of the fact that a ‘word 
followed by its ‘inverse’ in (R ‘)” goes to the neutral element in F, and the shift operator S“ on (R ‘)” 
becomes the identity on F. 
COROLLARY b. If Q =$5&p, p E M”, then Q has the weak homotopy type of the 
homotopy-theoretic fiber of the map f : X + M”. 
We now restrict our attention to the case f : * -+ M”, the inclusion of a base point * into M”. In 
this case, we will write @ for @+ and FX * will be identified with F is the obvious way. 
Let L denote @‘* c F. Let Li = L fl Fi. We claim that L is closed, a subgroup of F, and 
that 8 = (L, {Li}) is therefore a sub-w-group of 3. 
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Before proving Lemma c we note some consequences. 
THEOREM d. Any connected, countable. finite-dimensional, locally-finite C = W complex has 
the weak homotopy type of Bz for some closed sub-w-group 2’ of 9. 
Proof. We may assume that the complex is some finite-dimensional para-compact smooth 
manifold M”. We assume that vl, vz are vector fields satisfying properties I and II, thus giving us 
a map @: F + M” once a base point * has been chosen. Let 
Fh-E, 
be the diagram produced by Lemma c. Since $, P are fiberings by virtue of 
Proposition 2.2 respectively we have a homomorphism of long exact sequences 
Theorem a, 
We know that the homotopy groups of E, vanish. But note that if f : Sk + F, then 
f (S”) c F, for some n, since f (Sk) is compact. (We leave details to the reader.) We claim that F, 
is contractible, for the following reason: Let s : F, x [0, l]+ F,, be given by 
s([(a,b,). . . (a,b,)], t) = [(ta,, tb,). . . (ta], tbl)l where (a,,, b,). . . (aI, b,) E (nl’)” and where 
brackets denote equivalence class in F,. We claim s is well defined and continuous, and s 
obviously contacts F,, to the identity element of the group F. Thus, any map S“ + F,, is 
homotopically trivial and thus any map f : Sk --f F is homotopically trivial, i.e. nk(F) = 0, all k. 
We now apply the five lemma to see that c * : ri(M”)+ n(Bz) is an isomorphism, all i. 
We must now prove Lemma c. First, we claim that M” admits a countable, locally finite cover 
byopensetsUi,i=1,2,... such that for each i, there is a map ti : Ui + Fni so that @ 0 ti = identity 
on Ui. To see this, recall from Part I that we may pick Ui and maps I; : Ui -+(R2)“i with the 
property that 1I’ 0 ri = identity on Ui (‘4’ being the map (R ‘)” + M”). This is established as part of 
the proof of Lemma 1, Part I. We may assume without loss of generality that the image of each 
map ri is bounded in (R*)“c (If not, refine the cover Ui suitably.) Therefore the image of ri is 
contained in (nil’)“’ for some large enough ni. Let ti be ri composed with the quotient map 
(nil’)“’ -+ F,,{. 
Now let Wi = @’ Ui c F. There is a map ei : Wi + L given by 
ei : w *w(fi@w)-’ E L 
for w E Wi. 
We now construct a partition of unity ui subordinate to Ui. We define a map b : F + E_P as 
follows: Let (Y E F. Then, for some n, (Y E W,, i > n. Consider n copies of L, L' . . . L”, and 
consider the point in L’ x.. .x L” xA”-’ given by (ela,. . . , L(Y), (ul@cr,. . . , ~,@a). (If 
LY E Wj, 1 I j I n, eja is not defined, but we may put an arbitrary element of L ’ in its place). 
This point determines a point in L’ * . . . *L” and thus a point b(a) in *L’ = E,. b(a) is 
determined solely by (Y, and does not depend on the particular n used nor dn any of the other 
arbitrary choices that may have been forced by eia being undefined for some 11 j 5 n. 
Moreover, the reader may check that b is continuous. Finally, if @(Y, = @a,, then (Y~(Y~-’ E L and 
it is seen that under the group action of L on Ey, a ,&‘(b (a*)) = b ((YJ. Thus the map b takes fibres 
of @ into L orbits. Let c : M n + B, be the map thereby induced. (The reader may once more check 
continuity.) 
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The diagram 
Fb-Elr 
is the desired one. This completes the proof of Lemma c, and therefore of Theorem d. 
Remark. The heuristic interpretation of Theorem d is that “in some sense” the loop space of 
any connected, countable, locally finite, finite dimensional complex may be approximated by a 
‘closed subgroup’ of the free two-parameter group F = R * R. This was very vaguely anticipated 
in [9] where it was shown that, given M”, u,, vz as usual, any Co path may be approximated 
pointwise by a trajectory (i.e. a curve, which is, piecewise, an orbit of uI or VZ). 
However, the context and methods of [9] do not lead rigorously to any homotopy theoretic 
conclusions. 
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